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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Mount Spokane State Park (MSSP) is currently undertaking a master planning process 
to guide long-term management of the Park.  The planning document proposed 
construction of 8 new trails within MSSP. Pacific Biodiversity Institute (PBI) was hired 
by Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission (WSPRC) to conduct a wildlife 
assessment on the proposed trails.  PBI prepared an Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) that documents the impacts of those trails on wildlife resources, and mitigation 
measures for protecting wildlife and their habitat on MSSP. This report describes the 
results of the wildlife surveys and assessment on each proposed trail location. 
 
Two federal and state listed species are potentially using one of the proposed trails as 
foraging habitat or as a travel route (Gray wolf and Canada lynx).  Direct impacts to the 
species are not likely to occur from the proposed trail construction, however increased 
human presence in the area may limit habitat for these species in the future.   
 
Forty eight wildlife species were identified as using or suspected to use habitat on or 
adjacent to the proposed trails on MSSP.  Our surveys identified scat, tracks, cavities, 
burrows, or vocalizations for with many wildlife species along the proposed trails.  
Wildlife habitat was assessed and identified for wildlife species suspected to occur in 
the area.  Additional information was gathered from knowledgeable expert wildlife 
biologists on wildlife species likely present on MSSP and adjacent to the proposed trails.  
Wildlife surveys were not meant to identify all species in the area; they were meant to 
assess the overall impact of trail construction and recreation to a suite of species 
potentially using the area.   
 



INTRODUCTION 
Mt. Spokane State Park (MSSP) is home to a diversity of wildlife species.  Cougar, 
coyote, deer, moose, elk, black bear, western toads, owls, small mammals, pika, bats, 
butterflies, and a diversity of bird species are all occupants of MSSP and seen on a 
regular basis by visitors and park staff.   Trails are a recreational focus for MSSP, which 
provide hiking, biking, equestrian, snow snowing, and snowmobiling opportunities 
throughout the year for the recreational enthusiasts mainly from the greater Spokane 
area.  As part of the master planning process at MSSP, newly proposed trails are 
required to undergo an EIS review to assess impacts of recreation and new trails to 
wildlife and wildlife habitat. 
 
Pacific Biodiversity Institute (PBI) was hired by Washington State Parks and Recreation 
Commission (Contract # AE 709-191) to conduct a wildlife assessment of 8 newly 
proposed trails in MSSP.  Wildlife surveys took place in June 2009.  An EIS document 
was developed to evaluate and assess the impacts to wildlife and wildlife habitat along 
the proposed trails both from human recreation and trail construction (Appendix C).   
Mitigation measures were also identified in the EIS document to protect wildlife and 
their habitats.  This report describes in more detail, the results of the wildlife surveys 
and assessments.  
 
Of the original 8 proposed trails, 7 trails underwent an EIS review and one trail was 
dropped as part of the Mt. Spokane master planning process.  Figure 1 provides an 
overview of the location and names of the final 7 proposed trails assessed for this 
report. 
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Figure 1.  Location of the proposed trails in Mt. Spokane State Park surveyed for wildlife 
habitat in 2009. 
 
The MSSP project area receives about 38 inches of mean annual precipitation a year 
with over 46 inches accumulating at the summit of Mt. Spokane.  Elevation ranges 
between 3,250 to 5,870 feet within the project area.  Soils vary from rocky talus to deeper 
loams with volcanic ash-derived deposits. Some steep areas with slopes above 55% 
occur in areas proposed for trail construction.  Forested communities and wildlife 
associated with forested communities dominate most of the project area.  However 
areas of the proposed trails pass through shrubland, meadow and talus habitats which 
are important ecosystems for wildlife species.  
 

METHODS 
The wildlife assessment of the proposed trails mainly focused on 21 focal wildlife 
species identified by Washington Dept of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) that potentially 
occur at MSSP (H. Ferguson, WDFW Wildlife Biologist, unpubl. data 2007; Table 1).  
These include game and non-game species from a wide range of taxa, which use a 
wide range of environments including mature/old-growth forests, talus slopes, 
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recent burns, meadows, and alpine/subalpine, riparian and aquatic habitats, as well 
as others. 

Table 1.  Twenty-one focal wildlife species of Mt. Spokane State Park.  Developed by  H. 
Ferguson, WDFW Wildlife Biologist (unpublished 2007). 

Species Scientific Name WDFW Species of 
Concern Federal Status 

Carnivores 

Gray wolf Canis lupus State Endangered Federal Endangered 
Canadian lynx Lynx canadensis State Threatened Federal Threatened 

Wolverine Gulo gulo State Candidate Federal Species of 
Concern 

American marten Martes americana None None 
Ungulates 

Rocky Mountain elk Cervus elaphus None None 
White-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus ochrourus None None 
Moose Alces alces None None 

Birds 

Northern goshawk Picoides arcticus State Candidate Federal Species of 
Concern 

Boreal owl Aegolius funereus richardoni State Monitor None 

Pileated woodpecker Dryocopus pileatus State Candidate None 
Black-backed 
woodpecker Picoides arcticus State Candidate None 

Dusky grouse Dendragapus obscurus pallidus None None 
Brown creeper Certhia americana None None 
Winter wren Troglodytes troglodytes None None 
Olive-sided flycatcher Contopus cooperi None None 

Small mammals 

Pika Ochotona princeps None None 
Pygmy shrew Sorex hoyi State Monitor None 
Silver-haired bat Lasionycteris noctivagans None None 
Hoary bat Lasiurus cinereus None None 

Other species 

Western toad Bufo boreas State Candidate Federal Species of 
Concern 

Compton 
tortoiseshell butterfly Nymphalis vaualbum State Monitor None 
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Since few wildlife studies or formalized wildlife surveys have been completed within 
MSSP, PBI consulted WDFW  Region 1 District Wildlife Biologist Howard Ferguson on 
general wildlife occupancy in the Park.  We collected data on the birds of Mt. Spokane 
State Park compiled by Ron Dexter in 2003.  This document identified 110 species 
within the Park, 78 of which are confirmed as breeders within the Park, and an 
additional 17 species listed as possible breeders 
(http://www.mountspokane.org/images/MtSpBirds.jpg).  We concentrated most of 
our data collection on the 21 focal species of interest provided by WDFW (Table 1).  A 
general wildlife map was created that identified general polygons or points of interest 
where wildlife species congregate seasonally, nest/calf/den or forage, or have been 
seen but not reported to WDFW PHS program (Figure 1; data provided by WDFW, 
Wildlife Biologist, H. Ferguson).  The information in this map is not intended to be 
comprehensive, but does represent wildlife important to WDFW and MSSP 
management.   

Prior to conducting any field work, PBI obtained a variety of information to create field 
maps for survey work on the proposed trails.  GIS data layers were provided by 
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission (WSPRC) depicting approximate 
locations of the proposed trails. These were examined and field maps created in an 
ArcMap (ArcGIS 9.3.1) project.  The GIS map projects incorporated several data layers 
depicting locations of roads, buildings and infrastructure, the Park boundary, 10-meter 
topographic lines, power lines, and existing trails   As a reference, we included plot data 
and points identifying plant association and relevant information collected during PBI’s 
2007 Forest Inventory Work conducted on MSSP (Morrison et al. 2007), when in close 
proximity to the proposed trails.   

PBI field biologists K. Romain-Bondi (wildlife biologist), G. Wooten (botanist), and H. 
Smith (botanist) and MSSP Park Ranger S. Christiansen met to discuss proposed trails 
and maps.   We then together and separately walked each proposed trail over a 4 day 
time-period in June 2009.   Wildlife surveys were only conducted during this June 
survey along each proposed trail.  Proposed trails were either previously marked with 
surveyors flagging by MSSP Park Rangers, or in some cases, we flagged the newly 
proposed trail as we walked.  Orange flagging was used to mark proposed trails, and 
spaced approximately 50-150 feet apart (depending on visibility).  Double flagging 
around two trees was used by Park Rangers to designate a switchback along the trail.   

The proposed trails were surveyed using intuitive controlled techniques; we meandered 
up to 10 meters from the proposed flagged trail looking for wildlife sign and habitat.  
We used Garmin GPS Units to identify the proposed trail route (when signals were 
available) and we took waypoints of field observations.  Field forms were used to label 
and record data along each proposed trail (Appendix A).   Data collected during field 
observations included waypoints and field photo ID numbers.  These locations 
described wildlife habitat or wildlife sign observed, sensitive areas of concern, 
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information on trail alignment, bird species observed or heard during proposed trail 
surveys, and field notes on recommendations and mitigation. 

We assessed and surveyed for wildlife habitat and wildlife signs along the proposed 
trails over a 4-day period, June 26 - June 29, 2009.  During these surveys, if mitigation 
measures were required to protect critical and sensitive wildlife habitats, field notes 
were recorded and potential measures were discussed on site with the Park Ranger.  In 
several cases, mitigation was conducted on site which included: relocating the proposed 
trail, abandoning a proposed trail, and/or flagging a newly proposed trail.  These 
mitigation measures helped avoid sensitive wildlife habitats by redirecting recreation to 
a less invasive location.  Flagging was removed from abandoned trails, and new 
flagging was installed on new trails and trail re-routes.  Final survey routes were 
documented and re-surveyed in July 2009 for vegetation communities and rare plants, 
but not for wildlife. 

To analyze trail impacts, we acquired information on the trail names and the proposed 
uses for each trail.   Impacts from trails were assessed based on the proposed types of 
use and required construction methods for each use.  Incongruous data on trail names 
and locations led PBI to gather more information from Mt. Spokane State Park staff and 
are presented in Table 2.  More information on trail development and maintenance are 
described in the EIS document (Appendix C). 

Table 2. Proposed recreation trails and type of use, Mt. Spokane State Park, 2009. 

Trail # Hike Equestrian Bike BC Ski Snowshoe Snowmobile 
140 Summit upper  

(old 135 Summit)  X X X X X  
140 Summit lower 

(old 135 Summit, lower 
portion) X X X X X  
160 KC-A 

(old 140 KC-A 
abandoned) X X X X X  
130/ 170 (old 130) X X X X X  
140 KC-B  X X X X X  
180 X X X X X  
260 (old 204) X X X X X X 
 
We assessed trail use, recreational impacts on wildlife (Snetsinger and White 2009), and 
the current and potential wildlife use throughout MSSP (Romain-Bondi et al. 2009, H. 
Ferguson, WDFW Wildlife Biologist, pers. comm.).   The accumulated information was 
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integrated into an EIS document for the MSSP master planning process (Appendix C).  
We discussed the details of our assessment, the trail surveys, and mitigation measures 
recommended for each proposed trail in the EIS document.  We also described the 
impacts of recreation on the 21 species of interest and the environmental consequences 
to Federal and State Threatened and Endangered species from the proposed trails.   This 
document can be used for on-site management purposes, or for planning future 
recreation and wildlife conservation projects in MSSP. 

RESULTS 
Overview 
No direct impacts to rare or threatened wildlife species were identified during our field 
surveys or wildlife field reviews.    Two federal and state listed species are potentially 
using one of the proposed trails as foraging habitat or as a travel route (Gray wolf and 
Canada lynx).  Direct impacts to the species are not likely to occur from the proposed 
trail construction, however increased human presence in the area may limit habitat for 
these species in the future.   
 
GIS ArcMap overlay of trail locations and critical wildlife habitat / wildlife sightings 
were analyzed for wildlife corridors, connectivity, and recreational impacts to wildlife 
species (Figure 2).  Corridors and connectivity exist for large mammals mainly along the 
northwest to west and eastern regions of MSSP.  Only one proposed trail (Trail 180) 
bisects the habitat corridor for large mammals.  Western toad movement corridors and 
breeding locations exist along the north to western edge of MSSP.  No proposed trails 
intersect predicted available western toad habitat.  Several trails (160 KC-A, 130/170, 
and 140 Summit lower) overlap within olive-sided flycatcher habitat.  Trails should 
have no adverse impacts to olive-sided flycatchers.  Northern goshawks are currently 
breeding and nesting in MSSP.  No proposed trails intersect predicted northern 
goshawk breeding/nesting territories.  Boreal owls are suspected to breed and nest on 
MSSP.  No proposed trails intersect predicted boreal owl breeding/ nesting territories.  
Formal wildlife surveys would need to be conducted to confirm these results. 
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Figure 2.  Critical wildlife sightings and/or wildlife habitat viewed in relation to the 7 
proposed trails on MSSP. 
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Forty-eight wildlife species were identified as existing or suspected to use habitat on or 
adjacent to the proposed trails on MSSP.  These species included large and small 
mammals, and avian species.  No herpetiles were documented on proposed trails, 
however this does not mean they do not exist.  Species or their sign observed during 
trail surveys in June 2009, and species thought to use the area in the past or potentially 
in the future are listed in Table 3 and in Appendix B.   

Table 3.  Wildlife species observed or potentially using habitats in proximity to the 7 proposed 
trails on MSSP.  State and Federal Status obtained from Washington Department of Fish and 
Wildlife Priority Habitats and Species Lists (WDFW 2008). 

Species Scientific Name 
Animal 
Type State Status Federal Status 

American robin Turdus migratorius bird     
black-capped chickadee Poecile atricapillus bird     
brown creeper Certhia americana bird     
cavity nesters   bird     
chipping sparrow Spizella passerina bird     
cowbird Molothrus ater bird     
dark-eyed  junco Junco hyemalis bird     
dusky grouse Dendragapus obscurus bird     
fox sparrow Passerella iliaca bird     
gray jay Perisoreus canadensis bird     
hairy woodpecker Picoides villosus bird     
hermit thrush Catharus guttatus bird     
mountain chickadee Poecile gambeli bird     
nashville warbler Vermivora ruficapilla bird     
olive-sided flycatcher Contopus cooperi bird     
pileated woodpecker Dryocopus pileatus bird     
pine siskin Carduelis pinus bird     
red-breasted nuthatch Sitta canadensis bird     
sapsucker species Sphyrapicus spp. bird     
solitary vireo Vireo solitarius bird     
song sparrow Melospiza melodia bird     
songbirds   bird     
sparrow spp Passer spp bird     
swainson thrush Catharus ustulatus bird     
townsend warbler Dendroica townsendi bird     
varied thrush Ixoreus naevius bird     
warbling vireo Vireo gilvus bird     
western tanager Piranga ludoviciana bird     
wilson warbler Wilsonia pusilla bird     
winter wren Troglodytes troglodytes bird     
yellow-rumped warbler Dendroica coronata bird     
American marten Martes americana mammal     
American pika Ochotona princeps mammal     
bats   mammal     
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black bear Ursus americanus mammal     

bobcat Lynx rufus mammal     
Canada lynx Lynx canadensis mammal ST FT 

Columbia ground squirrel 
Spermophilus 
columbianus mammal     

cougar Felis concolor mammal     
coyote Canis latrans mammal     
gray wolf Canis lupus mammal SE FE 
marten Martes americana mammal     
moose Alces alces mammal     
rocky mountain elk Cervus elaphus mammal     
small mammals   mammal     
snowshoe hare Lepus americanus mammal     
white-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus mammal     
wolverine Gulo gulo mammal SC FCo 
Federally Endangered- FE   State Endangered- SE   
Federally Threatened- FT   State Threatened- ST   
Federal Species of Concern- FCo State Candidate- SC   

 

Individual Trail Discussions 
The individual trail discussions describe findings specific to individual proposed trails. 
A general location description and vegetation community description is given for each 
trail. Notes about wildlife species and habitats encountered during the June 2009 
survey, and the impacts of recreational trails to these species and habitats are discussed.  
We also clarify the critical habitat that should be retained if the proposed trail is 
constructed.  Potential impacts to wildlife species are described in the EIS document, 
including potential impacts to rare and threatened wildlife species and their habitats. 
More information on mitigation measures can be found in the EIS document (Draft EIS 
document available through WSPRC).  A map of the trail and specific points of wildlife 
interest are present for each proposed trail.  Photos include examples of wildlife habitat 
along the proposed trail, which corresponds to a specific wildlife point of interest 
(waypoint) in the individual trail map.   
 
 
Trail 130 / 170 (old 130) 
The proposed Trail 130/170 travels mostly through a forest of traverses a forest of 
subalpine fir/beargrass (Figure 5, Photo 7).  During trail surveys in June 2009, wildlife 
biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted potential use by deer, moose, elk, bear, songbirds and 
cavity nesting species (Appendix B).  
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Photo 7.  Subalpine fir forest with beargrass understory along the proposed 160 KC-A trail. 
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Trail 140 Summit upper (old 135 Summit) 

 
 
Figure 3.  Trail 140 Summer Upper map with wildlife points of interest depicted as blue 
waypoints. 
 
The proposed Trail 135 Summit Upper switchbacks through a steep forest of closed-
canopy subalpine fir / Hitchcock's smooth woodrush forest , and passes through 
subalpine fir / common beargrass forest.  There are small patches of young successional 
subalpine fir / Geyer’s sedge forest near the bottom of the trail, and some small green 
fescue / Idaho fescue meadow patches and some deciduous shrub patches.  The lowest 
part of the trail goes through a large patch of laminated root-rot (Phellinus weirii) that 
has killed most of the canopy and left behind a woodland/shrubland.  During trail 
surveys in June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi (PBI) and H. Ferguson 
(WDFW) noted presence or potential habitat for fox sparrows, dusky grouse, American 
pika, deer, marten, cougar, moose, elk, and bear, as well as songbirds such as other 
sparrows and thrush species (Appendix B). 
   
The proposed Trail 135 Summit upper traverses across the mountain, through dense 
logs jackstrawed above the ground by other logs, and through course woody debris on 
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the forest floor (Figure 3, Waypoint 000, Photo 1).    Fox sparrows inhabit scrubby boreal 
forests and are locally common during the breeding season in MSSP. There is no 
conservation status associated with fox sparrows, however their high elevation habitat 
may be limiting in northeastern Washington.   Fox sparrows are ground foragers, and 
ground/shrub/tree nesters.  This habitat also represents ideal winter foraging habitat 
for American marten and cougar, who likely hunt small mammals living in snow-free 
spaces and runways below jackstrawed logs and coarse woody debris.  Loss of habitat 
should be minimized by developing as few switchbacks as possible and using existing 
trails whenever possible.  The proposed trail should leave dense coarse woody debris 
and jackstrawed logs on the ground for fox sparrow, small mammal, and marten/ 
cougar foraging habitat. The proposed trail should be routed around and cutting 
avoided through these important habitat elements for all wildlife species.    
 

Photo 1.  Dense logs jackstrawed above the ground by other logs and an abundance of course 
woody debris on the forest floor provide ideal habitat for many wildlife species (Waypoint 000).  
 
The proposed trail switchbacks several times at the edge of a meadow complex near the 
upper portion of the trail (Figure 3, Waypoint 001, 001A, photo 2).  Dusky grouse are 
one of the identified focal species that may be affected by the proposed trail.  Dusky 
grouse are locally common and listed as a potential breeding population in MSSP.  
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Breeding and rearing habitat for dusky grouse is often associated with edge habitat and 
trees interspersed in more open habitat, such as meadows environments (Romain-Bondi 
et al. 2009).   The proposed trail should leave a 30 foot buffer from each switchback of 
the trail to the meadow complex to avoid disturbance of the shrubby/ meadow 
interface, and protect breeding and nesting dusky grouse populations.   
 

Photo 2.  Edge habitat provided by a forest and meadow interface is important for many 
wildlife species, such as the dusky grouse (Wayoint 001, 001A). 
 
Crossing the existing trail to the northeast, the proposed trail traverses into the NFA 
and switchbacks at the edge of a talus/ boulder field (Figure 3, Waypoint 002A, Photo 
3).  American pika are one of the identified focal species that may be affected by the 
proposed trail.   American pika preferentially feed amongst inter-talus vegetation, and 
typically venture up to one meter (3.3 ft) from talus cover when harvesting food and 
haying resources (Romain-Bondi et al. 2009).   Pika habitat is limited on MSSP to 
talus/boulder fields on the upper-elevations of Mount Spokane.  The proposed trail 
should leave a 30 foot buffer from the switchback of the trail to the talus field.  This 
would avoid disturbance to foraging and breeding pika, and prevent unregulated/ off-
trail user disturbance.  
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Photo 3.  Pika habitat is limited on MSSP to talus/boulder fields on the upper-elevations 
of Mount Spokane  (Waypoint 002A). 
 
As the proposed trail traverses down the mountain to the north and back to the east, it 
enters and traverses through an open shrubland/ meadow, with dense snag, course 
woody debris, and high forb diversity (Figure 3, Waypoint 007A, photo 4).  The trail 
switchbacks at the end of this described shrubland/ meadow, adjacent to a riparian 
stringer and meadow complex.  Deer, elk, moose, bears, songbird and cavity nesting 
birds depend on this combination of critical habitats for foraging and breeding/nesting.  
During trail surveys in June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted use by these 
species was high in this particular meadow.  Shrubland/ meadow habitat is not limiting 
on MSSP, however in combination with adjacent riparian habitat and meadow complex, 
this habitat should be protected for wildlife.  Loss of foraging/ nesting habitat and 
minimization of disturbance to wildlife should be minimized whenever possible.  The 
proposed trail should leave a minimum of 30-foot buffer from the edge of the 
shrubland/ meadow habitat.  The trail should switchback prior to entering the forest 
opening, to avoid disturbance to wildlife and their habitats (Waypoint 007).  
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Photo 4.  A shrubland/ meadow adjacent to a riparian stringer and meadow complex which in 
combination is critical habitat for deer, elk, moose, bear, songbird and cavity nesting birds 
(Waypoint 007A). 
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 Trail 140 Summit lower (old 135 Summit lower portion) 

 
 
Figure 4.  Trail 140 Summer Lower map;  no wildlife points of interest were documented. 
 
The proposed Trail 135 Summit Lower traverses through a steep forest of closed canopy 
subalpine fir – Engelmann spruce /thinleaf huckleberry / beargrass and subalpine fir – 
Engelmann spruce /rusty menziesia / bride’s bonnet. (Figure 4, Photo 5).  During trail 
surveys in June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted use by deer, bear, and 
moose, songbird species such as warbler, thrush, sparrow, and corvid species.   
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Photo 5.  Subalpine fir forest with shrub understory of rusty menziesia along the proposed 135 
Summit Lower trail. 
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Trail 140 KC-B 

 
 
Figure 6.  Trail 140 KC-B map with wildlife points of interest depicted as blue waypoints. 
 
The proposed Trail 140 KC-B begins adjacent to the Mt. Kit Carson meadows in a forest 
of subalpine fir – (Douglas-fir) / Geyer’s sedge and continues into excellent condition 
subalpine fir – Engleman spruce / thinleaf huckleberry forest.  The trail then switches 
back to a southern heading and the plant communities shift into grand fir / Rocky 
Mountain maple, grand fir / mallow ninebark, and grand fir / thinleaf huckleberry 
forests.  A large part of the trail section in the grand fir forest series was severely burned 
nearly a century ago and currently the dominant tree species is lodgepole pine with 
grand fir the dominant regenerating tree species.  Shrub cover along the lower half of 
the trail is very high, consisting of mostly mallow ninebark and thinleaf huckleberry.  
During trail surveys in June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted  presence or 
potential habitat for Columbia ground squirrel, winter wren, pileated woodpecker, 
brown creeper, snowshoe hare, bat species, deer, moose, elk, bear, marten, small 
mammals, as well as other songbirds including cavity nesters, sparrow, warbler, 
nuthatch, corvid, finch, and thrush species (Appendix B).  
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Photo 8.  Green fescue – Idaho fescue meadow in the Mt. Kit Carson meadows, looking south 
from Waypoint 027 at the start of proposed 160 KC-A trail.  These meadows are home to the 
Columbia ground squirrel. 
 
Along the uppermost portion of the newly proposed Trail 140 KC-B, the trail meanders 
through the Mt. Kit Carson Meadows and around pockets of sub-alpine fir trees before 
traversing across the mountain into a mid-seral grand fir forest.  Columbia ground 
squirrel colonies are scattered throughout these meadows, and the proposed trail 
traverses directly over several burrows from a satellite ground squirrel colony.  Pockets 
of large trees and snags , course woody debris jackstrawed above the ground, and 
upturned tree roots also provide important cover habitat amongst the alpine meadow 
ecosystem on Mt. Kit Carson (Figure 6, Waypoint 027-028, photo 9, 10).  Trails should 
avoid cutting through these habitat elements.  In combination with fragile soils, 
sensitive plants, and limited wildlife habitat, the meadows area should be well signed 
to stay on trails to avoid habitat disturbance.  As well, interpretive signs in the vicinity 
would inform the public on the unique subalpine/ alpine of the mountain.   
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Photo 9.  Pockets of large trees and snags provide important cover habitat amongst subalpine/ 
alpine meadow ecosystems which are unique to many wildlife and plant species (Waypoint 
027-028).   
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Photo 10.  Jackstrawed logs, tree roots, and course woody debris provide additional  cover 
habitat for wildlife amongst subalpine/ alpine meadow ecosystems (Waypoint 027-028).     
 
The proposed trail switchbacks on the eastern and upper portion of the trail, located at 
an intermittent stream corridor / riparian draw (Figure 6, Waypoint 030).    Streams 
corridors / riparian draws represent forest openings, water, and higher shrub and forb 
diversity.  Many wildlife species use these areas as critical breeding and foraging 
habitat, as well as travel corridors.   Loss of habitat and disturbance should be 
minimized by avoiding riparian habitat and streams whenever possible.  The proposed 
trail should leave a minimum 30 foot buffer from the riparian draw.  The trail should 
switchback inside the forest prior to entering the riparian draw, to avoid and protect 
species which depend on riparian habitats/ stream corridors.  To avoid disturbance 
during the sensitive breeding /nesting and denning/calving seasons, trail building 
activities should not take place from March 01 to July 15.   
 
Approximately 80 meters (walking south) along the proposed trail, there are a series of 
seeps/springs and forest openings in the canopy with diversity forb and shrub 
vegetation species (Figure 6, Waypoint 031, photo 11).   Of the 21 focal species, winter 
wrens depend on this type of habitat, preferring mature to old growth forests with a 
closed canopy and high structural complexity on the forest floor.  Their breeding and 
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nesting territories often occur where natural disturbances create small openings or 
edges in the forest, especially along streams and other water sources (Romain-Bondi et 
al. 2009).  Other wildlife such as bats and small mammals, and predator species utilize 
these edge habitats which create a mosaic and diversity of habitat within the forest.  To 
avoid protect flora and fauna where seeps and springs exist, elevated walkways can be 
used to prevent soil erosion and landscape disturbance. 
 

Photo 11.  Forest openings, seeps and stream corridors, and areas with high structural 
complexity within the forest, represent areas in MSSP with high wildlife diversity (Waypoint 
031).   
 
The proposed trail switchbacks along the western, lower portion of the trail near high 
quality habitat for moose calving and spring/summer foraging (Figure 6, Waypoint 
035, photo 12-14).  Impacts to moose calving habitat were mitigated in the field by re-
locating the trail 100 meters from identified moose calving beds and high quality moose 
foraging habitat (036). The proposed trail still encounters a lot of wildlife habitat (bear, 
moose, coyote, and deer), however the location of the new switchback avoids the most 
suitable moose foraging and calving habitat.   Direct impact to moose calving and 
foraging areas should be avoided.    
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Photo 12.  Moose calving and spring/summer foraging area along the proposed 140 KC-B trail 
prior to re-routing the trail to avoid this sensitive habitat (Waypoint 035).   
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Photo 13.  Moose foraging on thimbleberry thickets along the previously proposed 140 KC-B 
trail prior to re-routing the trail to avoid this sensitive habitat (Waypoint 035). 
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Photo 14.  One of the 4 freshly dug-out moose bedding sites found along the previously 
proposed 140 KC-B trail prior to re-routing the trail to avoid this sensitive habitat (Waypoint 
035).     
 
On the lower eastbound switchback of the proposed trail, large fir snags (18-24 inches 
DBH) in various stages of decay are present throughout the forest (Figure 6, Waypoint 
040).  These snags are potential roosting, nesting, and foraging habitat for pileated and 
other woodpeckers/ sapsucker species, brown creepers, and bats. Snags should be 
preserved by routing trail away from large potential hazard snags, topping snags if 
necessary greater than 30 feet tall, or trimming up branches greater than 20 feet. 
 
Due to the steep slope and large amount of downfall/ course woody debris in the forest 
along proposed Trail 140 KC-B, a lot of chain-sawing activity will need to take place to 
clear the area for trail construction.  The entire trail has a lot of wildlife habitat and 
wildlife sign.  Disturbance should be minimized to wildlife by avoiding trail clearing 
activities during the sensitive breeding /nesting and denning/calving seasons.  Trail 
building activities should not take place from March 01 to July 15.   
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Trail 160 KC-A (old 140 KC-A abandoned) 

 
 
Figure 5.  Trail 160 KC-A.  No wildlife points of interest were documented. 
 
The proposed Trail 160 KC-A traverses through a forest of subalpine fir / common 
beargrass, with a small patch of subalpine fir / thinleaf huckleberry encountered on the 
eastern flank of the mountain.   The forest one the eastern flank was formerly 
dominated by lodgepole pine that is now naturally dying off and being replaced by 
younger subalpine firs in the forest understory.  During trail surveys in June 2009, 
wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted use by deer and bear, songbirds and cavity 
nesters such as sparrow, thrush, warbler, sapsucker and woodpecker species (Appendix 
B).     
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Photo 6.  Subalpine fir forest with beargrass understory along the proposed 160 KC-A trail. 
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Trail 180 

 
 
Figure 7.  Trail 180 map with wildlife points of interest depicted as blue waypoints. 
 
Trail Description and Wildlife Use 
 
The proposed Trail 180 begins on the eastern end on an old logging road, not likely 
used since the 1950-60’s, characterized by grand fir / mallow ninebark forest.  The 
original forest adjacent to the old road is mostly dominated by lodgepole pine in the 
forest overstory, and a thick understory of young grand fir regeneration.  In the middle 
section, the trail comes off the old logging road following a ridgeline and a small 
existing foot trail through a mature stand of grand fir / mallow ninebark, with high tree 
species diversity and a complex multi-canopy forest structure.  The trail passes through 
a small stand of ponderosa pine before it reaches the clear-cuts on private lands 
adjacent to the park boundary.  The last part of the trail drops off the ridge and goes 
through a large patch of mid-successional ponderosa pine - Douglas-fir / mallow 
ninebark forest that mosaics with grand fir / mallow ninebark.  During trail surveys in 
June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted presence or potential habitat for 
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wolverine, Canada lynx, gray wolf, white-tailed deer, Rocky Mountain elk, moose, bats, 
marten, snowshoe hare, pileated woodpecker, cougar, bobcat, coyote, black bear and 
small mammals, as well as other songbirds including cavity nester, sparrow, tanager, 
warbler, vireo, nuthatch, corvid, finch, and thrush species (Appendix B). 
 
Both the beginning section and the middle portion of the proposed trail traverses along 
a wide and prominent ridgeline, currently used by a variety of wildlife species.   During 
trail surveys in June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi identified the surveyed 
route as a prime travel corridor for wildlife.  Scat and tracks were identified along the 
proposed trail (Figure 7, Waypoints 044 – 056) for 7 species including bobcat, coyote, 
deer, elk, moose, snowshoe hare and bear.  Snowshoe hares, a preferred prey species for 
Canada lynx, use the uppermost portion of this trail extensively under dense grand fir 
tree patches along the old-road (Figure 7, Waypoint 044 – 049, Photo 15).  WDFW 
biologists have also sited 2 wolverines on two different occasions in near proximity to 
the proposed Trail 180 (H. Ferguson, WDFW Wildlife Biologist, pers. comm., Figure 2).  
Impacts of the proposed trail may alter or displace wildlife movements along this road 
which is currently protected with shrub and tree canopy cover (Figure 7, Waypoint 044, 
Photo 16), and along the ridgeline which represents a wildlife corridor or travel route. 
Trail networks and high use areas along narrow movement corridors may inhibit use of 
productive wildlife areas.    
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Photo 15.  Snowshoe hare are using regenerating dense patches of grand fir for cover and 
foraging habitat (Waypoint 044 - 049).     
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Photo 16.  Old circa- 1950’s logging road overgrown with shrub and tree canopy cover provides 
ideal travel corridor for large and mid-sized mammals (Waypoint 044).     
 
The middle section of the trail follows the ridgeline through a forest of large Douglas-
fir, grand fir and larch growing in a mid- to late-seral stage forest (Figure 7, Waypoints 
049 -  051, photo 17-19).  Features include multiple canopies of gallery trees and large 
logs and snags. This stand has an exceptionally diverse flora dominated by late-seral 
mycorrhizal species.   All decay stages of snags/ trees are present, making this site ideal 
for potential roosting, nesting and foraging bats, pileated woodpecker, butterfly and 
other cavity nesting species.     Late-seral stage forests with a diversity of snag and tree 
structure such as in this area, are not common in MSSP.  Our analysis determined that 
habitat may be fragmented or lost where the trail is cleared and where snags are 
removed as safety hazards.  Ongoing maintenance would ultimately result in removal 
of large hazard trees and snags along the trail, which are numerous.  These mature 
snags that would be considered hazardous during trail building and maintenance 
operations and for future trail safety represent critical habitat for wildlife.   The late-
seral stage forest’s open understory and diversity of course woody debris also provide 
ideal wildlife habitat for owl species, goshawks and small mammal nesting/denning 
and foraging.   
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Photo 17.  Large snags and trees as well as coarse woody debris on the forest floor 
representative diverse wildlife habitat associated with an old-growth forest in MSSP.   
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Photo 18.  A large snag with pileated woodpecker foraging cavities.  Snags similar to this one 
provide habitat for a variety of mammal, bird, and insect species.   
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Photo 19.  The open sub-canopy of a late-seral stage forest benefits many wildlife species, such 
hunting forest raptors.   
 
The last part of the trail drops off the ridge and goes through a moist and cool Douglas-
fir/Pacific ninebark community (Figure 7, Waypoints 056 – 059, Photo 20).  The open 
forest canopy, course woody debris, and mistletoe/ snag density throughout the forest 
provides good wildlife habitat for raptor nesting and foraging, and small mammal 
denning and foraging.   Shrub and forb diversity provide a variety of browse for 
ungulate species (lots of browse identified in this area).      
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Photo 20.  The open canopy in this Douglas fir forest provides a diversity of shrub species for 
ungulate foraging.  Mistletoe and snag/ CWD structure provide good perching habitat for 
nesting and foraging raptor species (Waypoint 059).   
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Trail 260 (old 204) 

 
 
Figure 8.  Trail 260 map with wildlife points of interest depicted as blue waypoints. 
 
The proposed Trail 260 follows an old logging skid road through a forest of western 
hemlock/beargrass.  Along the way it crosses a perennial stream and two springs. 
During trail surveys in June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted elk, deer, 
coyote, snowshoe hare, and bear sign on the proposed trail, as well as documented 
finch, thrush, warbler, vireo and corvid species presence.  Other species such as cavity 
nesters, marten, small and large mammals, olive-sided flycatchers, and bats may utilize 
the area for various life-stages (Appendix B). 
 
The proposed trail is designated as a snowmobile trail, which will be managed as a 14 
foot width corridor through the forest.  Abrupt anthropogenic-created corridors create 
edge effects which could result in decreased or increased habitat quality for wildlife 
(e.g., change between a forest and a road).  The proposed trail follows an overgrown old 
skid-trail from past logging operations, and will be constructed solely in the right of 
way of the road.  There are also several adjacent roads and high impact facilities in the 
vicinity such as the Selkirk Lodge, the Road to Horse Mountain, and the winter ski-area 
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facilities, therefore the road corridor and potential edge effects to wildlife are 
concentrated and will be minor.  Additionally, the adjacent property to the east on 
private land was clear-cut during forestry operations approximately 2-years ago (Photo 
21).  The proposed Trail 260 is proposed to extend from State Park onto the private 
property and down to the ski-area (Mt Spokane 2000) lodge.  Edge-effects and impacts 
to wildlife habitat due the proposed trail will be minor when assessed with the adjacent 
property in mind.  
 

Photo 21.  Adjacent property to the east of the Park Boundary, clearcut approximately 2 years 
ago.  Photo taken from MSSP boundary at the end of surveyed route on proposed Trail 260. 
 
The proposed Trail 260 encounters three stream corridors, and in one case, crosses a 
stream at the water source (spring bubbling out the ground inducing running water for 
100 meters downstream) (Figure 8, Waypoints 063, 064, Photo 22, 23).   Streams 
corridors and riparian draws represent forest openings, water, and higher shrub and 
forb diversity.  Many wildlife species use these areas as critical breeding and foraging 
habitat, as well as travel corridors.  Loss of habitat and disturbance should be 
minimized by avoiding riparian habitat and streams whenever possible.  The proposed 
trail should leave a minimum 30 foot buffer from riparian draws.  The riparian habitat 
associated with the stream crossing should be protected from horse, bike, and foot 
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traffic during spring and summer months to control erosion and decrease potential for 
weed invasion.  Protection may include a bridge or covered stream crossing, or non-use 
during these seasons.  These mitigation measures will protect shrub and forb diversity 
that contributes to wildlife habitat. 
 

 
Photo 22.  Many wildlife species use streams corridors and riparian draws as critical breeding 
and foraging habitat, as well as travel corridors (Waypoint 064).   
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Photo 23.  Shrub, tree and forb diversity within forest openings created by stream corridors and 
riparian draws are critical forage, travel, and nesting habitat for wildlife species (Waypoint 064). 
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Appendix B. Wildlife species observed or potentially using 
habitats in proximity to the 7 proposed trails on MSSP. 

Proposed Trail No. Species Scientific Name 
Animal 
Type 

Observed 
sign or 

individuals 
Potential 
habitat 

180 American robin Turdus migratorius bird X   

  
black-capped 
chickadee Poecile atricapillus bird X   

  dark-eyed  junco Junco hyemalis bird X   
  gray jay Perisoreus canadensis bird X   
  hairy woodpecker Picoides villosus bird X   
  hermit thrush Catharus guttatus bird X   
  pileated woodpecker Dryocopus pileatus bird X   
  red-breasted nuthatch Sitta canadensis bird X   
  solitary vireo Vireo solitarius bird X   
  song sparrow Melospiza melodia bird X   
  swainson thrush Catharus ustulatus bird X   
  townsend warbler Dendroica townsendi bird X   
  warbling vireo Vireo gilvus bird X   
  western tanager Piranga ludoviciana bird X   
  bats   mammal   X 
  black bear Ursus americanus mammal X   
  bobcat Lynx rufus mammal X   
  Canada lynx Lynx canadensis mammal   X 
  cougar Felis concolor mammal X   
  coyote Canis latrans mammal X   
  gray wolf Canis lupus mammal   X 
  marten Martes americana mammal   X 
  moose Alces alces mammal X   
  rocky mountain elk Cervus elaphus mammal X   
  small mammals   mammal X   
  snowshoe hare Lepus americanus mammal X   
  white-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus mammal X   
  wolverine Gulo gulo mammal   X 
260 American robin Turdus migratorius bird X   
  Common raven Corvus corax bird X   
  cowbird Molothrus ater bird X   
  pine siskin Carduelis pinus bird X   
  red-breasted nuthatch Sitta canadensis bird X   
  swainson thrush Catharus ustulatus bird X   
  townsend warbler Dendroica townsendi bird X   
  varied thrush Ixoreus naevius bird X   
  warbling vireo Vireo gilvus bird X   
  yellow-rumped warbler Dendroica coronata bird X   
  black bear Ursus americanus mammal X   
  coyote Canis latrans mammal X   
  rocky mountain elk Cervus elaphus mammal X   

 i 



  snowshoe hare Lepus americanus mammal X   

  white-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus mammal X   
130/170 white-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus mammal X   
  black bear Ursus americanus mammal X   
  rocky mountain elk Cervus elaphus mammal X   
  songbirds   bird X X 
  olive-sided flycatcher Contopus cooperi bird   X 
  cavity nesters   bird X X 
140 KC-B American robin Turdus migratorius bird X   
  brown creeper Certhia americana bird X   
  Common raven Corvus corax bird X   
  dark-eyed  junco Junco hyemalis bird X   
  mountain chickadee Poecile gambeli bird X   
  nashville warbler Vermivora ruficapilla bird X   
  pileated woodpecker Dryocopus pileatus bird X   
  pine siskin Carduelis pinus bird X   
  sapsucker species Sphyrapicus spp. bird X   
  sparrow spp Passer spp bird X   
  swainson thrush Catharus ustulatus bird X   
  townsend warbler Dendroica townsendi bird X   
  wilson warbler Wilsonia pusilla bird X   
  winter wren Troglodytes troglodytes bird   X 
  yellow-rumped warbler Dendroica coronata bird X   
  American marten Martes americana mammal   X 
  bats   mammal   X 
  black bear Ursus americanus mammal X   

  
Columbia ground 
squirrel Spermophilus columbianus mammal X   

  moose Alces alces mammal X   
  rocky mountain elk Cervus elaphus mammal X   
  small mammals   mammal X   
  snowshoe hare Lepus americanus mammal X   
  white-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus mammal X   
  wolverine Gulo gulo mammal   X 
140 Summit lower American robin Turdus migratorius bird X   
  chipping sparrow Spizella passerina bird X   
  olive-sided flycatcher Contopus cooperi bird   X 
  black bear Ursus americanus mammal X   
  coyote Canis latrans mammal X   
  moose Alces alces mammal X   
  white-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus mammal X   
140 Summit upper chipping sparrow Spizella passerina bird X   
  dark-eyed  junco Junco hyemalis bird X   
  dusky grouse Dendragapus obscurus bird   X 
  fox sparrow Passerella iliaca bird X   
  American marten Martes americana mammal   X 
  American pika Ochotona princeps mammal   X 
  black bear Ursus americanus mammal X   
  cougar Felis concolor mammal   X 
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  moose Alces alces mammal X   

  rocky mountain elk Cervus elaphus mammal X   
  white-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus mammal X   
160 KC-A American robin Turdus migratorius bird X   
  chipping sparrow Spizella passerina bird X   
  olive-sided flycatcher Contopus cooperi bird   X 
  red-breasted nuthatch Sitta canadensis bird X   
  townsend warbler Dendroica townsendi bird X   
  black bear Ursus americanus mammal X   
  white-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus mammal X   
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Appendix C. Environmental Impact Statement for Wildlife on 
Proposed Trail Developments in Mount Spokane State Park. 
 
August 25, 2009 

Executive Summary 
This document titled, “Environmental Impact Statement : Wildlife Assessment on 
Proposed Trail Developments in Mount Spokane State Park  (MSSP) “was contracted by 
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission to Pacific Biodiversity Institute.  
The first section of the document describes the “Affected Environment” or the wildlife 
species  present on MSSP.  Of the wildlife that use MSSP, Washington Dept of Fish and 
Wildlife (WDFW) identified 21 focus species of interest that are likely to use MSSP 
during some life stage of their lives.  More information on each of these species, their 
expected habitat used for various life-stages, and habitat elements important to the 
species throughout each life-stage can be found in “Habitat Elements and Life Stage 
Matrix for Wildlife Species of Interest in Mount Spokane State Park” (Romain-Bondi et 
al. 2009).   
 
The second section of this document describes the “Environmental Consequences” of 
developing trails in MSSP for recreational use.  We first discuss “No Action” or the 
effects on wildlife if no trails are developed, re-routed, or established in addition to the 
recreational trails that already exist at MSSP.  We next discuss the “Proposed Action” or 
the development of the proposed recreational trails in MSSP.  
 
A “General Effects” section outlines the proposed recreational trails, their use, and 
information regarding trail development and maintenance for each proposed trail.  
Trail use includes hiking, horseback riding, mountain biking, snowshoeing, 
backcountry skiing, and snowmobiling.  A discussion of trail impacts by recreation 
type, and the variety of impacts to wildlife species are summarized from “Recreation 
and Trail Impacts on Wildlife Species of Interest in Mount Spokane State Park” 
(Snetsinger and White 2009).     
 
The proposed trails are located throughout MSSP, and are associated with different 
wildlife habitats and in proximity to different levels of activity/recreation that already 
occur in the Park.  The next two sections are titled “Specific Effects to Wildlife Resulting 
from All Proposed Trail Developments” and “Specific Effects to Wildlife Resulting from 
Individual Proposed Trail Developments”.  The section on the effects on wildlife from 
all proposed trails discusses wildlife and wildlife habitat that will be directly and 
indirectly impacted during construction and operation activities.  The individual trail 
discussions describe findings specific to individual proposed trails. A general location 
description and vegetation community description is given for each trail.  We discuss 

 iv 
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wildlife species and habitats encountered during PBI’s June 2009 field survey, and the 
impacts of recreational trails to these species and habitats.  Potential impacts mainly to 
the 21 wildlife focus species of interest are described, and mitigation measures that 
protect critical habitat are discussed for each trail.  We also describe each species that 
may be affected by the proposed trail development, including potential impacts to rare 
and threatened wildlife species and their habitats. 
 
 
 
 
Wildlife referenced in this section include: i) wildlife sign or individuals encountered 
during informal trail surveys (methods discussed in Romain-Bondi 2009), ii) wildlife 
potentially using habitat surrounding a proposed trail, identified by general habitat 
conditions during informal trail surveys by PBI Senior Wildlife Biologist, and/or iii) , 
wildlife potentially using habitat surrounding a proposed trail, where species presence 
was identified by local WDFW Wildlife Biologist (H. Ferguson) using generalized 
polygons of species presence on a topographic map. 
 
Lastly, a section on “Mitigation Measures” highlights methods and appropriate actions 
that may mitigate for potential impacts to wildlife species during trail construction and 
maintenance.     A reference section is included at the end of the EIS document for a 
further literature review. 
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WILDLIFE 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
Mount Spokane State Park (MSSP) is home to a diversity of wildlife species.  Cougar, 
coyote, deer, moose, elk, black bear, western toads, owls, small mammals, bats, butterflies, 
and a diversity of bird species are all occupants of MSSP and species seen by visitors and 
park staff.  The Washington Dept of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) identified 21 focal wildlife 
species, which potentially occur at Mount Spokane State Park (H. Ferguson, WDFW 
Wildlife Biologist, unpubl. data 2007; Table 1).  These include game and non-game species 
from a wide range of taxa, which use a wide range of environments including mature/old-
growth forests, talus slopes, recent burns, meadows, and alpine/subalpine, riparian and 
aquatic habitats, as well as others.  A detailed description of each of the 21 focal species, 
their potential distribution in MSSP, and important habitat elements and their associated 
life–stage relationship for each focal species can be reviewed in Habitat Elements and Life 
Stage Matrix for Wildlife Species of Interest in Mount Spokane State Park (Romain-Bondi et 
al. 2009).   
   

Table 1.  Twenty-one focal wildlife species of Mount Spokane State Park.  Developed by  
H. Ferguson, WDFW Wildlife Biologist (unpublished 2007). 

Species Scientific Name WDFW Species of 
Concern Federal Status 

Carnivores 

Gray wolf Canis lupus State Endangered Federal Endangered 
Canadian lynx Lynx canadensis State Threatened Federal Threatened 

Wolverine Gulo gulo State Candidate Federal Species of 
Concern 

American marten Martes americana None None 
Ungulates 

Rocky Mountain elk Cervus elaphus None None 
White-tailed deer Odocoileus virginianus ochrourus None None 
Moose Alces alces None None 

Birds 

Northern goshawk Accipiter gentilis State Candidate Federal Species of 
Concern 

Boreal owl Aegolius funereus richardoni State Monitor None 

Pileated woodpecker Dryocopus pileatus State Candidate None 
Black-backed 
woodpecker Picoides arcticus State Candidate None 

Dusky grouse Dendragapus obscurus pallidus None None 
Brown creeper Certhia americana None None 
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Winter wren Troglodytes troglodytes None None 
Olive-sided flycatcher Contopus cooperi None None 

Small mammals 

Pika Ochotona princeps None None 
Pygmy shrew Sorex hoyi State Monitor None 
Silver-haired bat Lasionycteris noctivagans None None 
Hoary bat Lasiurus cinereus None None 

Other species 

Western toad Bufo boreas State Candidate Federal Species of 
Concern 

Compton 
tortoiseshell butterfly Nymphalis vaualbum State Monitor None 

 
Of the 21 focal wildlife species potentially found at MSSP- gray wolf, Canada lynx, 
wolverine, northern goshawk, and western toad – are Federally listed as Endangered, 
Threatened, or Species of Concern (see Table 1).  Additionally, many of the focal species are 
listed by WDFW as a species of concern.  The gray wolf and Canada lynx are listed as State 
Endangered and Threatened; wolverine, northern goshawk, pileated woodpecker, black-
backed woodpecker, and the western toad are listed as State Candidate species; and the 
boreal owl, pygmy shrew, and Compton’s tortoiseshell butterfly are listed as State Monitor 
species.   Since few wildlife studies or formalized wildlife surveys have been completed 
within MSSP (H. Ferguson, WDFW Wildlife Biologist, pers. comm.), accounts of these and 
other species are anecdotal, or documented by local biologists when volunteers or visitors 
turn in wildlife sighting information.  A map in Romain-Bondi (2009) provides an 
overview of specific life stages of various wildlife species.  Below is a more in-debth review 
of the two listed species that may inhabit MSSP. 
   
Gray wolves are thought to occur as lone individuals in and around MSSP, but currently there is 
not considered to be a resident pack in the park or the surrounding area (H. Ferguson, WDFW 
Wildlife Biologist, pers. comm.).  Increased dispersal of wolves into northeastern 
Washington and the eventual reestablishment of breeding populations are expected as a 
result of the recent re-establishment of wolf populations in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming 
(WDFW 2008).  MSSP is in close proximity therefore habitat in and around MSSP may be 
used in the future for any of the gray wolf’s life requisite (Romain-Bondi et al. 2009).  The 
gray wolf was Federally delisted in the eastern one-third of Washington on May 4, 2009 
(USFWS 2009), which includes the area surrounding MSSP. This means that wolves located 
east of Highways 97, 17, and 395 no longer receive protection under the Federal 
Endangered Species Act (ESA).  The gray wolf is listed as endangered by the State of 
Washington (WAC 232.12.014) and receives protection under state law (RCW 77.15.120) 
from hunting, possession, malicious harassment, and killing.  Regulatory compliance is 
coordinated through US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and WDFW. 
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Canada lynx are thought to be using habitat on or adjacent to MSSP for some part of their 
life requisite.  There have been multiple year-round lynx sightings and tracks in MSSP, 
although there has been no evidence of denning; existing forest conditions in the park 
provide likely adequate habitat for denning, foraging, and dispersal (Romain-Bondi et al. 
2009, pgs. 33-43).  Sighting information provided by WDFW Wildlife Biologist H. Ferguson 
(pers. comm.) is mainly associated with the western and northwestern edge of the Park 
(map provided in Romain-Bondi 2009).  On March 24, 2000, the contiguous United States 
population of the Canada lynx was listed as threatened under the ESA  (USFWS 2000).  The 
lynx was classified by WDFW as a threatened species in 1993 (Washington Administrative 
Code 232-12-011). Regulatory compliance is coordinated through USFWS and WDFW. 
  
Birds of Mount Spokane State Park compiled by Ron Dexter in 2003 identified 110 
species within the Park (http://www.mountspokane.org/images/MtSpBirds.jpg).  
Seventy eight of these species were confirmed as breeders within the Park, with an 
additional 17 species listed as possible breeders.  None of the avian species are listed 
Federally or at the state level as Threatened or Endangered species.  All birds within 
MSSP are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918.  Regulatory 
compliance occurs through coordination with WDFW. 
 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
 

a. No Action 
 
There would be no direct impacts on wildlife under this alternative as there would be 
no trail development, thus no construction or operational disturbance impacts or loss of 
habitat for wildlife that would be in addition to the currently managed trail systems 
that currently exist in MSSP.   In a recent study in northern California, Reed and 
Merenlender (2008) found that protected areas with dispersed, non-motorized 
recreation had “a five-fold decline in the density of native carnivores and a substantial 
shift in community composition from native to nonnative species” over protected areas 
without recreation. 
 
No Action on Trail 180 would maintain an existing larger block of wildlife habitat that 
extends to the north and the south of the proposed trail, intersected currently only by the 
Spokane - Day Mountain Roads (which are closed roads to the public) located south and 
east respectively of the proposed Trail 180 (Romain-Bondi 2009).  Informal field surveys 
and expert review with WDFW Wildlife Biologist (H. Ferguson) identified wildlife using 
this area and the northern part of the Park extensively, and there is potential for more 
sensitive carnivore species to use this area in the future.   Currently, Spokane - Day 
Mountain Road is the only road which bisects a larger contiguous block of habitat that 
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exists from the southwestern boundary of MSSP, through a Natural forest Area (NFA), and 
to the northwestern portion of MSSP, paralleling Blanchard Creek Road and the NFA in 
the northern portion of the Park.  The Mt. Kit Carson Loop Road is an eastern border of this 
relatively road/trail-less area.  Much of the recreation activity within MSSP is concentrated 
in the central to southern, and central to eastern portion of the Park.   
 
Conversely, by not constructing the proposed Trail 180, the public may instead enter the 
Park in non-designated areas and from adjacent private land; in some cases this may 
increase poaching and off-trail use, create informal user trails, and adversely impact habitat 
and wildlife through vegetation loss and human disturbance.  The level of human activity 
in the area of proposed Trail 180 may become more common if areas adjacent to MSSP are 
sold from private timber industry to another private development use.   
 

b. Proposed Action 
 
General Effects 
 
While there is now wide recognition of the impacts on wildlife from extractive uses (e.g. 
hunting and trapping) and high-impact recreation (e.g. ORV use), there is increasing 
evidence that even the quieter, non-consumptive forms of recreation (e.g. day-hiking, bird 
watching) may impact species to a greater extent than previously understood (Snetsinger 
and White 2009).   Recreational impacts on sensitive species can be minimized through 
proactive management – providing visitor education, and planning for spatial and/or 
temporal separation of human activity from wildlife.  For most species addressed in this 
study, effects of recreation/human disturbance from trail re-routes are considered 
secondary or minor concerns compared to impacts of habitat loss and/or degradation 
associated with larger scale development.  However, for species or individuals that are 
already stressed from habitat loss or other risk factors, seemingly minor effects from 
human disturbance can be magnified.  It is important, therefore, that recreational 
disturbance is considered in the context of cumulative impacts (Snetsinger and White 
2009). 
 
There are several benefits to wildlife from the proposed trails on MSSP.  “Recreation is an 
important component of the mission of Washington State Parks, and provides numerous 
benefits to individuals, communities, and conservation at large.  Outdoor recreational 
experiences contribute to individual health of body and spirit, foster appreciation of and 
support for environmental protection by the public, and contribute to local economics” 
(Snetsinger and White, 2009).  Construction and maintenance of additional recreation trails 
on MSSP can increase exposure of visitors to wildlife, potentially resulting in long-term 
benefits to wildlife conservation.   Increased recreational use in an area may decrease 
illegal activity (recreational use, trash dumping, poaching, trapping) with increased visitor 
contact and increased enforcement activity in an area.  Additionally, wildlife use trails both 
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created by humans, and by wildlife species themselves.  During summer months, trails 
facilitate travel between  foraging and security/cover habitats; during winter months, 
compacted trails created by recreationalists are often used by wildlife to minimize energy 
expenditure and facilitate travel into inaccessible foraging areas.   
  

In MSSP, the proposed recreational trails and their use include:  hiking, horseback riding, 
mountain biking, snowshoeing, backcountry skiing, and snowmobiling.  The specific 
proposed trails and their type of trail use were provided by MSSP staff (Table 2).      

Table 2. Proposed multi-use recreational trails and type of use, Mount Spokane State 
Park, 2009 (compiled by PBI with information provided by MSSP Park Ranger S. 
Christiansen (pers. comm.). 

Trail # Hike Equestrian Bike BC Ski Snowshoe 
Snow-
mobile 

140 Summit upper  
(old 135 Summit)  X X X X X  
140 Summit lower 
(old 135 Summit, lower 
portion) X X X X X  
160 KC-A 
(old 140 KC-A abandoned) X X X X X  
130/ 170 (old 130) X X X X X  
140 KC-B  X X X X X  
180 X X X X X  
260 (old 204) X X X X X X 

The types of use for trail development dictate the width and type of clearing associated 
with each trail.  MSSP Park Ranger S. Christiansen (pers. comm.) provided the following 
information regarding trail development and maintenance for the various recreation uses 
on each proposed trail.  Mountain bike, hike, ski and snowshoe trails require a 1-2 foot trail 
width, with 1 -2 foot off-trail maintenance area alongside the trail.  Equestrian trails require 
similar trail size and maintenance widths, however in select areas the trail dimensions may 
be larger due to the size of the animals using the trails, especially in forested areas.  
Snowmobile trails require a 10 to 12 foot wide trail, with 2 feet off-trail maintenance.  Trail 
260 is the only snowmobile-use designated trail in the Proposed Action.  This trail will not 
be maintained for multi-use during summer months (trip hazards will not be removed), 
however non-motorized use can occur on the trail during this season.   Categories for 
analysis of impacts by recreation type are discussed in Snetsinger and White (2009, pgs. 9-
15) and summarized as:  
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1. Hiking/Backpacking –Hikers may affect wildlife through direct disturbance, 
trampling of habitat, and indirectly through discarded food and other items. 
Some species are particularly sensitive to the approach of humans on foot.  
Hikers/backpackers can inadvertently lead to the spread of noxious weeds, 
reducing habitat quality for some species.   An area of influence and type of 
recreation is critical for wildlife. Wildlife species were found to withstand and 
flush at closer distances flush from on-trail recreationalists as they did from off-
trail recreationalists (Taylor and Knight 2003). 

2. Horseback riding –Horseback riding appears to be on the lower end of the 
spectrum in causing direct disturbance to wildlife. Indirectly, this activity may 
contribute to the spread of noxious weeds in wildlife habitats.  Concentrations of 
horses around water can negatively impact habitat quality for aquatic wildlife. 
Horses can attract brown-headed cowbirds and potential predators of some 
songbirds, particularly where corrals and stables are present. 

3. Mountain Biking  - Mountain biking is often assumed to be more disturbing to 
wildlife than hiking.  Speed and sound-levels of bikers vary from those of hikers 
and skiers, affecting types of wildlife responses.  Mountain biking may seem less 
predictable to wildlife due to generally less talking, quicker actions, and greater 
disruption during an encounter. However, animals react most to the human 
form, and mountain bikers, like vehicles, may seem less threatening and 
predictable since they are limited to trail corridors.  Mountain bikers may 
contribute to the spread of noxious, thus reducing or increasing forage habitat 
for a variety of wildlife species. 

4. Skiing – Skiing is often concentrated on trails but may unpredictably occur away 
from trails as well. This category includes cross-country skiing as well as 
telemark/backcountry skiing.  Some wildlife appear more sensitive to approach 
of humans on foot/skis than on motorized vehicles.  Groomed trails are used as 
travel corridors by generalist carnivores, allowing some species to range into 
formerly snowbound areas (Aubry et al. 2000, Buskirk et. al 2000b).   

5. Snowmobiles –Technological advances are increasing the type of terrain that 
snowmobiles can access, opening up previously undisturbed winter habitats for 
a variety of wildlife species. Noise, unpredictability, speed, and snow 
compaction associated with snowmobiles are variables that can impact wildlife. 
Irresponsible and illegal snowmobile use is associated with harassment of 
wildlife, increasing susceptibility to physiological effects on wildlife species. 
Snowmobile use occurs in winter when many species may already be stressed by 
thermal regulation and food shortages.  Packed or groomed roads and trails are 
used as travel corridors by generalist carnivores, allowing some species to range 
into formerly snowbound areas (Aubry et al. 2000, Buskirk et. al 2000b).  
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Influences of snowmobile activity on maintained roads and trails are lessoned, 
than on off-roaded snowmobile routes.   

 
There are a wide variety of impacts from recreation on the 21 species of interest.  A 
summary of potential impact types by mode of recreation for the 21 focal wildlife species is 
provided Snetsinger and White (2009, pg 7, 11).  Potential impacts to wildlife from 
implementation of the Proposed Action may include:  
 

1. Trapping/poaching – Although trapping is not allowed in Washington State Parks, 
illegal trapping and hunting are cited as risks associated with trails (particularly 
snowmobile and ORV trails). 

 
2. Stress/physiological response – Studies of animal heart rates and fecal 

glucocorticoid levels have shown stress responses to human activity. Chronic stress 
can make species susceptible to illness and reduce individual fitness.  

 
3. Breeding/rearing disturbance – Species that are considered generally tolerant of 

human activity may experience higher levels of disturbance at breeding and rearing 
sites. This may result in reduced attentiveness to young, disruption of feeding 
patterns, abandonment of nests/dens, and/or cause adults to undertake additional 
risks to their young by moving them to a new location.  

 
4. Displacement/avoidance – Many species often move away from human activity or 

intentionally avoid associated sites.  Sites may be avoided due to the disruption 
caused by human presence or habitat changes associated with the site (e.g. soil 
compaction, dryness of soils and vegetation along roadsides and trails).  Animals 
displaced are less likely to survive and reproduce where habitat is unfamiliar or 
inferior. Displacement or avoidance is by far the most common response of species 
found in the literature.  

 
5. Disease - Domestic dogs are allowed in Washington State Parks, and although 

regulations specify that they should be restrained at all times, there are undoubtedly 
many dog owners who do not abide by this rule. Domestic dogs are carriers for and 
can transmit diseases such as rabies, distemper, and parasites  to a variety of wildlife 
species. 

 
6. Animal collection – Although relatively uncommon, certain species (e.g. goshawk 

chicks for falconry) are sometimes illegally collected. Trail access can increase 
vulnerability. 

 
7. Habitat fragmentation/edge effects – Habitat fragmentation/edge effects are 

typically associated with timber harvest and/or roads, however recreational trails 
can have similar, though typically less intense impacts.  However fragmenting 
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8. Predator/competitor increased accessibility  - Winter trails and snowmobile trails in 

particular, can greatly ease travel and access for species less adapted for movement 
in deep snows.  This may cause greater rates of predation on some species and 
increased competition for prey for others species.  Domestic animals (which may 
include livestock, cats and dogs) may be considered a competitor or predator 
species, especially near the periphery of MSSP where domestic livestock and pets 
are commonly found. 

 
9. Snag/coarse woody debris reduction – Snags and coarse woody debris are used for 

cover, nesting and denning, and are key habitat components for some species.  
These components may be lost through trail development, wood gathering around 
campsites, recreational site development and associated removal of “hazard” trees. 

 
10. Incidental mortality – Direct collision with motorized vehicles can result in 

incidental mortality.  During winter months, snowmobiles may indirectly cause 
mortality of small mammals by compacting snow and collapsing subnivian tunnels.  
During summer months, off-trail hiking and equestrian use can cause indirect 
mortality of small mammal broods by caving in denning sites. 

 
11. Habituation – Many species will become habituated to human presence. 

Habituation often poses risks to animals, resulting in undesirable behaviors, poor 
nutrition, incidental destruction of property, and a host of other factors. 

 

Table 1. Impact types potentially negatively affecting focal species. An “1” designates a 
potential impact and blanks indicate a lack of information or no known impact. 
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gray wolf 1 1 1 1 1      1 

lynx 1  1     1    

wolverine 1 1 1 1 1   1    

marten 1 1  1   1 1 1   

elk  1  1       1 

white-tailed deer  1  1       1 

moose    1       1 

goshawk   1 1  1      

boreal owl            

pileated woodpecker         1   

black-backed woodpecker         1   

dusky grouse            

brown creeper       1 1 1   

winter wren       1 1 1   

olive-sided flycatcher         1   

pika    1        

pygmy shrew          1  

silver-haired bat            

hoary bat            

western toad            
Compton tortoiseshell 
butterfly            

Total 4 5 4 8 2 1 3 5 6 1 4 
 
Environmental consequences to Threatened and Endangered species due to the Proposed 
Action appear to be minimal at this time.  This is because the two Federal or State listed 
species, gray wolves and Canada lynx, are thought to currently not be established as 
resident animals on MSSP.   Since either of the two species have potential for resident 
animals or breeding populations in MSSP in the future, recreational impacts should be 
evaluated and conservative measures taken to protect their future populations.  Potential 
impacts of recreation on these two species are discussed below.  
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Wolves vary widely in their response to direct human presence. While some wolves may 
abandon a site with extremely limited human encounters, others tolerate higher levels of 
disturbance (Thiel et al. 1998).  Wolves will preferentially use trails for travel corridors, 
especially to reduce energy expenditure and to gain greater hunting access to prey 
populations that may previously have been more difficult to reach (Claar et al. 1999).   
However, wolves in some areas use Montana park trails for travel but reduce use with the 
arrival of visitors in the spring (Claar et al. 1999).   Whittington (2004) states that although 
wolves avoided crossing high-use roads more than low-use trails, trails appeared to affect 
movement behavior of wolves as much, if not more than roads. Whittington et al. (2005) 
also states that roads, trails and other human developments can cumulatively affect local 
distributions of wolves through habitat fragmentation, loss and degradation.  These effects 
are mainly seen as broad scale avoidance patterns based on density of people. Most 
landscape studies (where wolves avoided roads) occurred in populated areas while finer 
scale studies found wolves attracted to roads and trails in more remote areas (Whittington 
et al. 2005).  Another form of risk to wolves comes from recreation-related presence of 
domestic dogs. Many people choose to hike, ski, and camp with domestic dogs.   This risk 
is mainly associated with dogs that encounter and disturb wolves at dens or rendezvous 
sites, which  may result in wolves abandoning those sites (Claar et al. 1999).    
 
Lynx are generally tolerant of humans, but they exhibit a wide variety of behavioral 
responses to human presence (Ruediger et al. 2000).  They are, however, potentially subject 
to competition from other carnivores associated with snow-compacted routes created by 
humans.  Packed roads and trails are used as travel corridors by generalist carnivores, 
allowing them to range into formerly snowbound areas (Aubry et al. 2000, Buskirk et. al 
2000b).  The increased competition from other predators may contribute to lynx starvation 
and reduced recruitment (Ruediger et al. 2000), and have a particularly strong effect in the 
southern part of the lynx’s range where hare numbers are low (Buskirk 1999).  Murray et 
al. (2008) points out that while snowmobile trails can improve access to remote areas for 
other carnivore species, it is unlikely that habitat use patterns of these competitors would 
sufficiently be modified to displace or outcompete lynx.  Kolbe et al. (2007) notes that 
although skiing and snowshoeing also result in compacted snow trails, only snowmobiling 
is likely to create a trail system dense enough to affect predator communities.   (see further 
discussions by Bunnell 2004). 
 
Specific Effects to Wildlife Resulting from All Proposed Trail Developments 
 
Wildlife and wildlife habitat may be directly and indirectly impacted during construction 
and operation of the Proposed Action in MSSP.  Impacts to wildlife along all proposed 
trails will likely include: (1) Breeding/rearing disturbance, (2)  Displacement/avoidance, 
and (3) Snag/coarse woody debris reduction. 
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Noise generated during construction will represent an unavoidable short-term impact on 
wildlife.  The duration and level of construction noise created during ground clearing and 
excavation activities may disturb breeding and nesting behavior particularly of birds such 
as songbird species and northern goshawks.  Although bird species will vary in their 
sensitivity to noise disturbance, their nesting life-stage is critical to population viability.  
Loud and continuous noise events during the egg-laying, incubating, and nestling stages 
causes adult birds to vacate nests temporarily, if not permanently.  Eggs and hatchling 
birds left unattended in the nest are subject to predation, inclement weather, and 
abandonment.   Nesting season for songbird species such as brown creepers may begin in 
April but peaks in May, June, and July (NatureServe 2009).  Similarly, for raptor species 
such as the Northern goshawk, first clutches of eggs are produced in the end of April, 
however this may be later in the season at higher elevations with colder weather patterns 
(NatureServe 2009).   Therefore, after a review of the bird species listed in the 21 species of 
interest, a critical period for avoiding construction activities that may affect most avian 
breeding and nesting on MSSP is April 1 to July 15.   
 
Similarly, the noise generated during construction of the Proposed Action will potentially 
affect rearing sites for occupant mammal species such as marten, moose, coyote, deer, elk, 
bats, and pika. This may result in reduced attentiveness to young, disruption of feeding 
patterns, abandonment of nests or dens, and/or cause adults to undertake additional risks 
to their young by moving them to a new location.   Bats begin parturition and raise their 
young during the late spring, within the months of June and July (NatureServe 2009).  
Small mammals such as the pika begin parturition in May with a peak in June (NatureServe 
2009).  Martens and coyotes, medium-sized carnivores of MSSP den and raise their young 
during the spring months of March to June (WDFW Wildlife Biologist, H. Ferguson, pers. 
comm., NatureServe 2009).  After a review of the mammal species listed in the 21 species 
of interest, the critical period for avoiding construction activities that would affect denning 
and young rearing life-stages for most mammal species on MSSP is March 1 to July 15, 
although snow may additionally limit access to trails during the early spring.   
 
Increased use of new trails through forests and meadows that do not currently have trail 
use may result in displacement/avoidance behavior of wildlife.  Varieties of species often 
move away from human activity or they intentionally avoid associated human recreation 
sites. Animals displaced by recreation are less likely to survive and reproduce where 
habitat is unfamiliar or inferior.  The seasonality of the proposed trail use is critical; during 
breeding, rearing, and winter and early spring foraging seasons, stress on wildlife is likely 
to increase susceptibility to weather, illness, predation, and reduce individual fitness.  To 
understand and spatially place trails in areas where displacement/ avoidance behavior is 
minimized, a cumulative effects study should be conducted to understand the levels and 
densities of impacts from humans, roads and trail densities on wildlife species. 
 
Current density of snags and course woody debris throughout MSSP and along the 
proposed trails is high, due to wildfire, disease and insect outbreaks. A number of the 21 
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focal species depend on snags and course woody debris as critical habitat elements for 
foraging, reproduction, roosting and dispersal habitat (see summary table in Romain-
Bondi et al. 2009, Tables 6-9, pgs 19-25).   While most species will not be affected by 
minimal trail re-routes and development, direct impacts associated with a loss of habitat 
should be avoided.  Specifically, large trees and snags are preferred habitat elements for a 
host of focal species on MSSP including: silver-haired and hoary bats, olive-sided 
flycatchers, northern goshawks, brown creepers, pileated woodpeckers, American marten, 
and lynx.  Similarly, coarse woody debris is a preferred habitat element for American 
marten, lynx, pileated woodpecker, winter wren, American pygmy shrew, and western 
toad.  Large trees, snags, and coarse woody debris are important to these focal species for 
nesting, denning, roosting, cover and/or foraging habitat.  All large trees and snags (over 
24 inches DBH) should be left standing and trails should be routed around these preferred 
wildlife habitat elements.  
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Specific Effects to Wildlife Resulting From Individual Proposed Trail Developments 
 
The following section discusses the specific trails and any additional wildlife concerns 
associated with the Proposed Action.  
 
Trail 130 / 170 (old 130) 
The Proposed Action - Trail 130/170 - traverses a forest of subalpine fir/beargrass.  During 
trail surveys in June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted potential use by deer, 
moose, elk, bear, songbirds and cavity nesting species.  No critical habitat was encountered 
or identified for wildlife.  Due to the near location of the re-routed proposed Trail 130/170 
and no anticipated increase in recreationalists using the proposed trail and vicinity, no 
adverse impacts are likely to affect wildlife from the Proposed Action.   
 
Trail 140 Summit Upper (old 135 Summit) 
The Proposed Action- Trail 135 Upper Summit - traverses through a steep forest of closed-
canopy subalpine fir / Hitchcock's smooth woodrush forest, and passes through subalpine 
fir / common beargrass forest.  There are small patches of young successional subalpine fir 
/ Geyer’s sedge forest near the bottom of the trail, and some small green fescue / Idaho 
fescue meadow patches and some deciduous shrub patches.   During trail surveys in June 
2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi (PBI) and H. Ferguson (WDFW) noted presence or 
potential habitat for fox sparrows, dusky grouse, American pika, deer, marten, cougar, 
moose, elk, and bear, as well as songbirds such as other sparrows and thrush species.   
 
The Proposed Action traverses across the mountain, through dense logs jackstrawed above 
the ground by other logs, and through course woody debris on the forest floor.    Fox 
sparrows inhabit scrubby boreal forests and are locally common during the breeding 
season in MSSP. There is no conservation status associated with fox sparrows, however 
their habitat on MSSP is limited to habitats such as the upper elevations of Proposed Trail 
140 Upper Summit Trail.   Fox sparrows are ground foragers, and ground/shrub/tree 
nesters.  This habitat also represents ideal winter foraging habitat for American marten and 
cougar, who likely hunt small mammals living in snow-free spaces and runways below 
jackstrawed logs and coarse woody debris.  The Proposed Action should leave dense 
coarse woody debris and jackstrawed logs on the ground for fox sparrow, small mammal, 
and marten/ cougar foraging habitat. The proposed trail should be routed around 
jackstrawed logs and cutting avoided whenever possible through these important wildlife 
habitat elements.    
 
The Proposed Action traverses across the mountain, and switchbacks several times at the 
edge of a meadow complex.  Dusky grouse are one of the identified focal species that may 
be affected by the Proposed Action.  Dusky grouse are locally common and listed as a 
potential breeding population in MSSP.  Breeding and rearing habitat for dusky grouse is 
often associated with edge habitat and trees interspersed in more open habitat, such as 
meadows environments (Romain-Bondi et al. 2009, pgs. 117-124).   The Proposed Action 
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should leave a general 30 foot set-back from each switchback of the trail to the meadow 
complex to avoid disturbance of the shrubby/ meadow interface, and protect breeding and 
nesting dusky grouse populations.   This 30-foot set-back was not flagged in the field 
during field surveys. 
 
The Proposed Action traverses the mountain and switchbacks at the edge of a talus/ 
boulder field.  American pika is one of the identified focal species that may be affected by 
the Proposed Action.   American pika preferentially feed amongst inter-talus vegetation, 
and typically venture up to one meter (3.3 ft) from talus cover when harvesting food and 
haying resources (Romain-Bondi et al. 2009, pgs. 144-147).   Pika habitat is limited on MSSP 
to talus/boulder fields on the upper-elevations of Mount Spokane.  Impacts to pika habitat 
were mitigated in the field by re-locating the trail 30 feet from the talus field, to avoid 
disturbance to foraging and breeding pika, and to prevent unregulated/ off-trail user 
disturbance.  
 
The Proposed Action traverses through an open shrubland/ meadow, with dense snag, 
course woody debris, and high forb diversity.  The trail switchbacks at the end of this 
described shrubland/ meadow, adjacent to a riparian stringer and meadow complex.  
Deer, elk, moose, bears, songbird and cavity nesting birds depend on this combination of 
critical habitats for foraging and breeding/nesting opportunities.  During trail surveys in 
June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted use by these species was high in this 
particular meadow.  Shrubland/ meadow habitat is not limiting on MSSP, however in 
combination with the adjacent riparian habitat and meadow complex, minimizing 
disturbance to wildlife in this habitat would benefit multiple species.  The Proposed Action 
should switchback in the interior forest, prior to entering the shrubland/ meadow 
complex.  The trail should leave a general 30 foot set-back from the edge of the shrubland/ 
meadow habitat to avoid disturbance to wildlife species.  This 30-foot set-back and 
avoidance of the shrubland/ meadow was not flagged in the field during field surveys.    
 
Due to the near location of the re-routed proposed Trail 140 Summit Upper and no 
anticipated increase in numbers of recreationalists using the proposed trail and vicinity, the 
few suggested mitigation measures should avoid any adverse impacts that are likely to 
affect wildlife from the Proposed Action. 
 
 
 Trail 140 Summit Lower (old 135 Summit lower portion) 
The Proposed Action - Trail 135 Summit Lower - switchbacks down the north-facing slope 
just above the old trail, mostly through a forest of closed-canopy subalpine fir - Engelmann 
spruce / rusty menziesia / bride's bonnet, and rejoins the existing Trail 140 within a stand 
of subalpine fir - Engelmann spruce / thinleaf huckleberry / common beargrass.  During 
trail surveys in June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted use by deer, bear, and 
moose, and songbird species such as warbler, thrush, sparrow, and corvid species.  No 
critical habitat was encountered or identified for wildlife.  Due to the near location of the 
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re-routed proposed Trail 140 Summit Lower and no anticipated increase in numbers of 
recreationalists using the proposed trail and vicinity, no adverse impacts are likely to affect 
wildlife from the Proposed Action. 
 
Trail 140 KC-B 
The Proposed Action - Trail 140 KC-B - begins adjacent to the Mt. Kit Carson meadows in a 
forest of subalpine fir – (Douglas-fir) / Geyer’s sedge and continues into excellent 
condition subalpine fir – Engelmann spruce / thinleaf huckleberry forest.  The trail then 
switches back to a southern heading and the plant communities shift into grand fir / Rocky 
Mountain maple, grand fir / mallow ninebark, and grand fir / thinleaf huckleberry forests.  
A large part of the trail section in the grand fir forest series was severely burned nearly a 
century ago and currently the dominant tree species is lodgepole pine with grand fir the 
dominant regenerating tree species.  Shrub cover along the lower half of the trail is very 
high, consisting of mostly mallow ninebark and thinleaf huckleberry.  During trail surveys 
in June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted the presence of Columbia ground 
squirrels, brown creepers, snowshoe hare, deer, moose, elk, bear, and small mammals.  
Potential habitat was also noted for winter wren, marten, bat species, and other songbirds 
including cavity nesters, sparrow, warbler, nuthatch, corvid, finch, and thrush species.   
 
The Proposed Action switches back to the south along the upper portion of the trail, at the edge 
of an intermittent stream corridor / riparian draw.    Streams corridors / riparian draws 
are characterized by forest opening, water, and higher shrub and forb diversity.  Many of 
the species mentioned above use these areas as critical breeding and foraging habitat, as 
well as travel corridors.  Loss of habitat and disturbance should be minimized by avoiding 
riparian habitat and streams whenever possible.  Impacts to stream corridor and riparian 
habitat were mitigated in the field by re-locating the trail 30 feet from the riparian draw.  
The trail is flagged to switchback inside the forest prior to entering the riparian draw, to 
avoid and protect species which depend on riparian habitats and stream corridors.  To 
avoid disturbance during the sensitive breeding /nesting (avian) and denning/calving 
(mammalian) seasons, trail building activities should not take place from March 1 to July 
15.   
   
Along the lower portion of the Proposed Action, the trail makes two switchbacks.  The 
uppermost switchback is near high quality habitat for moose calving and spring/ summer 
foraging.  Moose browse and bedding areas were evident in the field.  Further 
documentation can be found Romain-Bondi (2009).  Impacts to moose calving habitat were 
mitigated in the field by re-locating the trail 300 feet from identified moose calving beds 
and high quality moose foraging habitat. The Proposed Action avoids the most suitable 
moose habitat, and direct impacts associated with a loss of habitat should be avoided.   
Adverse impacts are not likely to affect wildlife from the Proposed Action since routing the 
trail in the field helped protect critical wildlife habitat.  Also, due to the near location of the 
re-routed proposed Trail 140 KC-B, and since there is no anticipated increase in 
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recreationalists using the proposed trail and vicinity, no adverse impacts are likely to affect 
wildlife from the Proposed Action.   
 
Trail 160 KC-A (old 140 KC-A abandoned) 
The Proposed Action - Trail 140 KC-A - traverses through a forest of subalpine fir / 
common beargrass, with a small patch of subalpine fir / thinleaf huckleberry encountered 
on the eastern flank of the mountain.   The forest one the eastern flank was formerly 
dominated by lodgepole pine that is now naturally dying off and being replaced by 
younger subalpine firs in the forest understory.  During trail surveys in June 2009, wildlife 
biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted use by deer and bear, songbirds and cavity nesters such 
as sparrow, thrush, warbler, sapsucker and woodpecker species.   No critical habitat was 
encountered or identified for wildlife.  Due to the near location of the re-routed proposed 
Trail 160 KC-A and since there is no anticipated increase in recreationalists using the 
proposed trail and vicinity, no adverse impacts are likely to affect wildlife from the 
Proposed Action.   
 
Trail 180 
The Proposed Action - Trail 180 – lies on the far western side of the park, following the 
major ridge line running parallel above the Spokane – Day Mountain Road for a couple of 
miles. This trail is being proposed as an expansion of the trail system into currently 
inaccessible areas of the park.  It begins on the eastern end on an old logging road, not 
likely used since the 1950-60’s, characterized by grand fir / mallow ninebark forest.  The 
original forest adjacent to the old road is mostly dominated by lodgepole pine in the forest 
overstory, and a thick understory of young grand fir regeneration.  In the middle section, 
the trail comes off the old logging road following a ridgeline and a small existing foot trail 
through a mature stand of grand fir / mallow ninebark, with high tree species diversity 
and a complex multi-canopy forest structure.  The trail passes through a small stand of 
ponderosa pine before it reaches the clear-cuts on private lands adjacent to the park 
boundary.  The last part of the trail drops off the ridge and goes through a large patch of 
mid-successional ponderosa pine - Douglas-fir / mallow ninebark forest that mosaics with 
grand fir / mallow ninebark.   
 
During trail surveys in June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi identified the 
surveyed route as a prime travel corridor for wildlife.  An abundance of scat and tracks 
were identified on the ridgeline of the proposed trail for several mammalian species, 
including bobcat, coyote, deer, elk, moose, snowshoe hare, and bear.  An abundance of 
ungulate browse was identified on the lower section of the proposed trail.  Wildlife species 
and habitats were also identified for bats, marten, cougar, small mammals like the pygmy 
shrew, pileated and other woodpeckers, and other songbirds including junco, sparrow, 
warbler, jay, nuthatch, vireo, corvid, finch, tanager, and thrush species.  WDFW biologists 
in the past sighted 2 wolverines on two different occasions in near proximity to the 
Proposed Trail 180 (H. Ferguson, WDFW Wildlife Biologist, pers. comm.).  Canada lynx 
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have been sited to the north of the vicinity of the Proposed Action (H. Ferguson, WDFW 
Wildlife Biologist, pers. comm.).   
 
Since there is potential use of the area surrounding proposed Trail 180 by lynx and gray 
wolves, we include a brief analysis of these two species to assess impacts of the Proposed 
Action to these federally and state listed species.  Canada lynx use ridgelines, saddles and 
forested riparian areas when dispersing and traveling among foraging patches and dens 
(Stinson 2000).  These habitat elements were available and abundant along the proposed 
trail.  Lynx use of mosaic of habitats throughout the year, mainly foraging in areas where 
snowshoe hare abundance is high (Romain-Bondi et al. 2009, pg. 34-43).     Habitat and 
prey species along the upper- and middle- portions of the proposed trail was identified as 
favorable for lynx habitat by wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi during June 2009 informal 
trail surveys.  Snowshoe hare pellets were also abundant along this section of the trail.   
Recent research suggests that lynx may be able to adapt to regular and concentrated 
recreational use as long as adequate security habitat is available, especially since most 
human activity occurs during the day and lynx are most active dusk to dawn (Apps 2000).  
Sites with tangled woody debris are difficult for humans to access and can provide such 
security.  Although lynx habitat is likely limited on MSSP, due to the species relative 
tolerance of humans and low impact recreation, no adverse impacts are likely to affect lynx 
from the Proposed Action.  
 
Wolves are known to use topographic funnels, cover types used by prey, distance from 
human development centers, and low human presence as elements important to wolf 
dispersal (reviewed in Carroll et al. 1999).  Topographic funnels in MSSP include 
saddles, ridgelines and valley bottoms, which would be used by dispersing wolves 
(Romain-Bondi et al. 2009, pgs 26-33).  Seasonal foraging habitat for elk, deer and moose 
in MSSP, such as that encountered along the Proposed Action, could provide habitat for 
wolves, who may be using the Park for dispersal, and in the future as part of a pack’s 
territory (H. Ferguson, WDFW Wildlife Biologist, pers. comm.).  Snetsinger and White 
(2009, pgs. 15-18) discuss management considerations for potential wolf habitat in 
MSSP.  “New recreation opportunities should be concentrated where displacement of 
wolves has already occurred and discouraged in areas where displacement has not yet 
occurred (Purves et al. 1992 in Claar et al. 1999).  For example, existing backcountry 
campgrounds should be enlarged as needed, rather than new ones developed, and 
additional trails should be established in areas with a current focus on recreational 
opportunities (Peterson 1977 in Claar et al. 1999)”.  Human presence along the Proposed 
Action is anticipated to be low, especially during winter snow conditions; however no 
statistics are available on the potential recreational use of proposed Trail 180.   Because 
the south-western portion of the Park is not heavily trailed or roaded, recreational use 
in the vicinity does not currently occur.  Therefore impacts of recreation to potential 
wolf populations in the future may be high.    
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Additionally, since wolverines are a Federal Species of Concern as well as a State 
Candidate species and have been sighted in the area, managers should avoid placing new 
recreational trails and roads through previously unfragmented habitats (Snetsinger and 
White 2009, pg 22). Wisdom et al. (2000) recommends identifying and managing select 
areas to create desired conditions such as large, contiguous blocks of forest cover with 
abundant snags, large logs, low road densities, and connectively to subalpine cirque 
habitats required for denning security and summer foraging habitat.  People, roads, and 
development are a much more controversial subject for protecting wolverines and their 
habitats (Ruggiero et al 1994).  Generally speaking, wolverines are a highly mobile animal 
whose dispersal movements are likely to be more influenced by human disturbance than 
by forest habitat characteristics (Singleton and Lehmkuhl 1999).  Copeland (2007) however 
questions the sensitivity of wolverines to human presence.  He found no relationship 
between wolverine presence and maintained trail systems, which may have been a result of 
low frequency of human presence on the trails.  Our general analysis of the greater habitat 
available both within MSSP and on adjacent lands on the western portion of MSSP 
suggests that increased human presence and decreased continuity within large blocks of 
habitat associated with the Proposed Action may decrease the probability that wolverines 
would inhabit this area of MSSP for one or many of their life-stages. 
 
The Proposed Action traverses a late-seral stage ridgeline forest, which has exceptional 
quality and quantity of vegetation community characteristics that are important habitat 
elements for wildlife species in MSSP (Romain-Bondi et al. 2009, Table 3, pg 15 and Tables 
6-9, pgs 19-25).   Features include multiple canopies of gallery trees, large logs and snags, 
and various decay stages of large logs and snags.   Twelve of the 21 focal wildlife species 
need a combination of these various habitat elements for some stage of their life cycle, 
including marten, lynx, moose, northern goshawk, boreal owl, pileated woodpecker, black-
backed woodpecker, brown creeper, winter wren, pygmy shrew, hoary and silver-haired 
bat.  While development and maintenance of the Proposed Action may not seem to alter 
the actual amount of habitat available for these species, studies show that trail and road 
corridors can create significant breaks in continuous forest habitat, potentially reducing 
habitat quality and increasing predation on interior forest species (Keller and Anderson 
1992).   
 
The western portion of the Park is a relatively intact block of forested habitat.  The 
Proposed Action potentially increases habitat fragmentation for wildlife species in the 
region.  The Proposed Action bisects the southern-most extent of concentrated elk and 
moose populations in MSSP (H. Ferguson, WDFW Wildlife Biologist, pers. comm.).    
Currently, the Spokane - Day Mountain Road lies to the south of the Proposed Trail 180, 
and there are no other roads or trails to the north or south in the near vicinity.  Trail 
development and increased human presence in this larger block of habitat may constrict 
wildlife movements, and may decrease connectivity for wildlife in the western portion of 
the Park.   
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The Proposed Action may increase access from adjacent private land, potentially increasing 
poaching/ trapping incidents in MSSP.  During trail surveys in June 2009, biologists K. 
Romain-Bondi and G. Wooten identified several areas of illegal trail clearing which had 
taken place in the recent past.  Private land owned by a timber company has increased 
access to portions of the Proposed Trail 180 corridor, and potential illegal harvest during 
hunting season may already be occurring in MSSP due to poorly marked MSSP and private 
land boundaries.  Illegal snowmobile activity should be assessed from adjacent private 
lands, since this type of off-road activity can have detrimental effects on wildlife.  On the 
other hand, increasing summer and winter non-motorized recreation use in the area may 
decrease illegal activity, with increased visitor contact and enforcement from MSSP Park 
Rangers, and increased humans in the area to identify illegal activity.   
 
Trail 260 (old 204) 
The Proposed Action - Trail 260 - follows an old logging skid road through a forest of western 
hemlock/thinleaf huckleberry/common beargrass. The trail crosses a perennial stream and two 
springs and goes through patches of Sitka alder/mesic forbs. At the end of the trail where it enters 
a recent clearcut on private land, the plant association is western hemlock/western oakfern.   
During trail surveys in June 2009, wildlife biologist K. Romain-Bondi noted elk, deer, 
coyote, snowshoe hare, and bear sign on the proposed trail, as well as documented finch, 
thrush, warbler, vireo and corvid species presence.  Other species such as cavity nesters, 
marten, small and large mammals, and bats may utilize the area for various life-stages.   
 
The Proposed Action is designated as a snowmobile trail will be managed as a 14 foot wide 
corridor through the forest (MSSP Staff, pers. comm.).  Since the Proposed Action follows 
an existing road and will be constructed solely in the right of way of the road, the road 
corridor and potential effects on wildlife should be minor.  Additionally, the nearby 
adjacent property on private land was clear-cut during forestry operations approximately 
2-years ago. Any impacts to wildlife habitat due the Proposed Action should be minor 
when assessed with the adjacent property in mind.  
 
The Proposed Action encounters 3 stream corridors, and in one case, crosses a stream at the 
water source (spring bubbling out of the ground and inducing running water for 300 feet 
downstream).   Stream corridors and riparian draws represent forest openings, water, and 
higher shrub and forb diversity.  Many wildlife species use these areas as critical breeding 
and foraging habitat, as well as for security/cover and travel corridors.  Loss of habitat and 
disturbance created by recreational trails should be minimized by avoiding riparian habitat 
and streams whenever possible.  However re-routing the skid-road to interior forested 
landscapes to avoid the stream corridors would be more impactful to wildlife and their 
habitat, than the Proposed Action.  The riparian habitat associated with the stream crossing 
should be protected during spring and summer recreational use (horse, bike, and foot 
traffic) to control erosion of the streambank and to protect wildlife foraging and 
security/cover habitat.  Protection may include a bridge or covered stream crossing.   
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Due to the near location of the proposed Trail 260 to other high impact roads, facilities, and 
adjacent private-lands, the suggested mitigation measure should avoid any adverse 
impacts that are likely to affect wildlife from the Proposed Action. 

 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
For most species of the 21 wildlife species of interest addressed in this study, effects of 
recreation/human disturbance from trail re-routes are considered secondary or minor 
concerns compared to impacts of habitat loss and/or degradation associated with larger 
scale development.  Mitigation measures are simple in some cases (such as routing trails 
around standing large snags), and more for complicated to implement in other situations 
(such as building a bridge or walkway over stream crossings).   
 
Mitigation Measures for Wildlife to All Proposed Trail Developments 
Mitigation measures applicable for all trail developments during construction and post-
construction (trail maintenance) periods are summarized below.   
 
Construction Mitigation Measures: 

 Minimize impacts to potential breeding bird populations by restricting construction 
activities during the breeding-nesting season from April 1 to July 15. 

 Minimize impacts to potential breeding and young-rearing mammal populations by 
restricting construction activities during the breeding season from March 1- July 15.   

 During construction, enforce measures to ensure that trash or refuse associated with 
construction is minimized. 

 Install and maintain mufflers and sound attenuation devices on all equipment and 
vehicles in order to minimize construction noise impacts. 

 Clearly mark construction clearing limits and trail routes (e.g., flagging, stakes, 
construction fencing, or other method) to ensure that habitat alteration is minimized 
during construction. 

 Employ trail construction techniques based on Best Management Practices and the 
best science and technology available and affordable. 

 
Post-Construction Mitigation Measures: 

 Limit seasonality of trail use to reduce stress on wildlife during nesting/denning, 
young-rearing, and winter and early spring foraging seasons in areas where there 
are high seasonal wildlife concentrations. 

 Maintain course woody debris (i.e. logs and downed wood) within the forest by 
routing trails through natural forest openings and non-vegetated areas. 

 Minimize impacts to songbirds and mammal populations by concentrating 
recreation and associated trails in currently used areas, rather than spreading use to 
relatively unimpacted areas. 
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Although the Proposed Action will require the removal of trees, snags, and course woody 
debris along the trail, prior to taking action to remove these items, efforts should be made 
to reroute the trail in order to meet the following criteria (Bull et al. 1997): 
 

1) Retain important standing wildlife habitat by prohibiting the falling of large or 
mature snags and trees greater than 24 inches in diameter at breast height, unless 
such removal has less impact on habitat than all other trail alignment alternatives. 

2) Retain standing snags and dying trees (of any size class) whenever possible, 
acknowledging the need to remove hazard trees. 

3) Retain small diameter snags in clusters, if available 
4) Retain snags adjacent to live green trees, if available 
5) Retain important course woody debris in the form of downed logs greater than 6 

inches diameter and with length of 8 or more feet  
6) Retain patches of jackstrawed  logs supported greater than 2 feet above ground by 

other logs  
 

Providing public education and interpretive opportunities could enhance the visitor’s 
experience while helping to limit their impact on wildlife.  The goal of education efforts 
would be to influence positive human/wildlife interactions.  Public education 
opportunities/materials could exist at all MSSP day use and overnight facilities, trailheads, 
ski resort facilities, campgrounds, and along trails.  Mount Kit Carson trails provide 
additional opportunities to educate visitors on fragile alpine meadows and the wildlife 
species dependent on these habitats.  
 
The Master Planning Process and Friends of Mt Spokane have an opportunity to enhance 
recreation for visitors and set conserve unique and important wildlife habitat in MSSP.  
Retaining roadless areas and avoiding development in areas currently not used for 
recreation will help protect wildlife habitat and maintain wildlife populations in the Park.  
Maintaining connectivity of wildlife populations and habitats adjacent to MSSP is also 
critical to long-term species survival.  Natural Forest Areas (NFA) in MSSP are the first step 
towards providing this increased protection to wildlife.  Increasing connectivity between 
one NFA to another NFA (such as along the western edge of the Park or south of Smith 
Gap) would benefit many wildlife species, and would concentrate recreation in areas 
already developed in and around MSSP.   
 
 
Mitigation Measures for Wildlife to Individual Proposed Trail Developments 
 
Trail 130 / 170 (old 130) 
No mitigation measures identified for Trail 130/170. 
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Trail 140 Summit Upper (old 135 Summit) 

 Minimize disturbance to meadow, talus, and edge dependent wildlife species by 
maintaining a 30 foot buffer from meadow, talus, and forest edge habitats whenever 
possible, and routing trails on the interior of forests instead of within meadow/ 
talus/ edge habitats. 

 Prohibit the removal of large or mature snags and trees greater than 24 inches in 
diameter at breast height, unless such removal has less impact on habitat than all 
other trail alignment alternatives. 

 Maintain course woody debris and jackstrawed log patches within the forest by 
routing trails through natural forest openings and non-vegetated areas within the 
forest. 

 Maintain dense shrub habitat within the forest whenever possible, by routing trails 
through natural forest openings where dense shrub cover does not exist. 

 Prohibit building trails in riparian habitat whenever possible by routing trails 
around shrubby draws, sub-irrigated vegetation, and stream crossings unless there 
is less impact on habitat than all other trail alignment alternatives. 

 
Trail 140 Summit Lower (old 135 Summit lower portion) 
No mitigation measures identified for Trail 140 Summit Lower. 
 
Trail 140 KC-B 

 Minimize impacts to concentrations of mammalian and avian breeding and young-
rearing populations by restricting construction activities during breeding and 
nesting/ denning seasons, March 1 – July 15.   

 Prohibit building trails in stream corridors whenever possible by routing trails 
around shrubby draws, sub-irrigated vegetation, and stream crossings unless there 
is less impact on habitat than all other trail alignment alternatives.   

 Minimize disturbance to wildlife breeding, nesting, foraging, and travel corridors by 
maintaining a 30 foot buffer from stream corridors, riparian draws, and 
meadow/edge habitats whenever possible.   

 Re-locate trails at least 300 feet from moose calving beds and high quality moose 
foraging habitat. 

 
Trail 160 KC-A (old 140 KC-A abandoned) 
No mitigation measures identified for Trail 160 KC-A. 
 
Trail 180 

 Minimize impacts to concentrations of mammalian and avian breeding and young-
rearing populations by restricting construction activities during breeding and 
nesting/ denning seasons, March 1 – July 15.   
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 Limit seasonality of trail use to reduce stress on mammalian wildlife during winter 
and early spring foraging, breeding, denning, and young-rearing seasons, February 
15 – July 15. 

 To protect wildlife corridor and travel routes, re-route the proposed trail off the 
ridgeline and off the abandoned road, paralleling and in close proximity to Spokane 
- Day Mountain Road in close proximity to the Day Mountain Spokane Road   This 
action would minimize impacts to mammal populations by avoiding trail 
development on an open ridgeline and wildlife travel corridor so as not to separate 
high use travel, foraging and resting / cover areas for wildlife.  

 Minimize habitat fragmentation created by roads and trails between large blocks of 
unfragmented habitats by re-routing trail 180 to the south, in close proximity to the 
Spokane - Day Mountain Road where human use already occurs.   

 Prohibit the removal of large or mature snags and trees greater than 24 inches in 
diameter at breast height, unless such removal has less impact on habitat than all 
other trail alignment alternatives. 

 Avoid illegal poaching/ trapping and off-road vehicle incidents by clearly marking 
MSSP boundary and signing appropriately.   

 
Trail 260 (old 204)  

 Minimize disturbance to wildlife breeding, nesting/denning, foraging, and travel 
corridors by maintaining a 30 foot buffer from stream corridors/ riparian draws / 
edge habitats whenever possible 

 Increase cover habitat and decrease disturbance from snowmobile activity to 
wildlife by promoting shrub growth on the edges of the proposed trail. 

 Prevent habitat loss during summer season recreation use to wildlife in stream 
corridors, riparian draws, and edge habitats by reducing potential for erosion and 
weed invasion from equestrian, bike and foot traffic.  Protection may include bridge 
or log stream crossings.   
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